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Abstract
This study investigated the Yeh-Stratton Failure Criterion with the stress concentrations on fiber-
reinforced composites materials under tensile stresses. The Yeh-Stratton Failure Criterion was
developed from the initial yielding of materials based on macromechanics. To investigate this
criterion, the influence of the materials anisotropic properties and far field loading on the
composite materials with central hole and normal crack were studied. Special emphasis was placed
on defining the crack tip stress fields and their applications. The study of Yeh-Stratton criterion for
damage zone stress fields on fiber-reinforced composites under tensile loading was compared with
several fracture criteria; Tsai-Wu Theory, Hoffman Theory, Fischer Theory, and Cowin Theory.
Theoretical predictions from these criteria are examined using experimental results.

Introduction
The Yeh-Stratton criterion was developed from a yielding criterion that was modified to a
generalized failure criterion and applied to fiber-reinforced composites with a central crack or a
circular cutout under tensile loadings. The purpose of a material failure criterion is to establish a
theoretical margin of safety that has been validated by experiments. Obtaining the crack tip stress
field is necessary before a failure criterion of composite materials is applied. However, the crack
tip stress field is complicated because numerous factors influence crack tip stress distribution.
Understanding factors that contribute to crack tip stress fields is of critical importance in
analyzing composite laminates.

Stress Concentration of Composites
First, the stress concentration in fiber-reinforced composites with tensile loadings is discussed. In
fracture analysis, it is significant to consider the crack tip stress field. Lekhnitskii extended
Muskhelishvili’s work in the plane theory of isotropic elasticity to the anisotropic case.1 Later, Sih
et al2 derived the stress field equations for the anisotropic elastic body with a crack. However, the
crack tip stress field equations established by Lekhnitskii and Sih were in a complex form.
Theocaris and Philippidis modified these stress field equations into a real number solution.3 These
crack tip stress field equations will be applied to the following discussion and substituted into the
failure criteria to analyze fracture situations of composites with cracks.

Fracture Criteria of the Composite Materials
Once the stress distribution of a composite is calculated, the point of interest should be examined
with a failure criterion to determine whether the composite will fail or not. In reference 4 the Yeh-
Stratton criterion was generalized for fibrous composites. Although the generalized Yeh-Stratton
criterion was developed for uncracked bodies, it should apply to cracked bodies of anisotropic
materials because the criterion is based on continuum mechanics. Some other relevant criteria to
be compared are the Tsai-Wu theory, Hoffman theory, Fischer criterion, and Cowin criterion.5

Considerable efforts have been devoted to the formulation of composite failure criteria and to
their correlation with experimental data, but no criterion has been fully adequate. The analyses of
the Hoffman, Fischer, and Cowin theories show them to be valid only under special cases. This
limits their direct application to general materials.



                                       
Results and Conclusions
In this study, experimental results obtained by Tan6 for AS4/3502 [±θ2]s family of laminates with
central holes and normal cracks were examined using the Yeh-Stratton criterion and several other
failure theories. The fracture of AS4/3502 [±θ2]s is a mixed-mode type and dominated by the
epoxy matrix. The experimental results and geometric dimensions of the samples for the graphite/
epoxy AS4/3502 [±θ2]s from Tan6 are borrowed. Each group of samples has five circular hole
diameters in various plate widths as well as five normal crack lengths in various plate widths.
Figures 1 and 2 display the predictions from the Yeh-Stratton criterion, the Tsai-Wu theory, and
experimental data. The prediction curves from both theories are very close. These curves indicate
that the Yeh-Stratton criterion is reliable and accurate as compared with the most popular strength
criterion. Table 1 shows an error analysis of this study. For the Yeh-Stratton criterion,
the predictions of failure stresses are off by 10 percent. These criteria produce good results with
this AS4/3500 [±θ2]s material. However, the Yeh-Stratton criterion offers more accurate
predictions than the various other theories (fig. 1).

CRACK LENGTH / PLATE WIDTH

Figure 1. Comparison of the Yeh-Stratton, the Tsai-Wu theory, and experimental data for AS4/
3502 [±30°]s with a center crack.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the Yeh-Stratton, the Tsai-Wu theory, and experimental data for AS4/
3502[±30°]s with a circular hole.
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For a constant crack length or a constant circular hole diameter on the AS4/3502 [±θ2]s composite
plate, the required externally applied failure stress increases when the distance from the crack tip
to the initial failure point increases. The influence from the existing cracks or holes to the material
failure is, therefore, a localized effect. However, for a constant distance from the crack tip to the
initial failure point, the applied failure stress is in inverse proportion to the crack lengths or hole
diameters. In other words, the failure stress reduces when the crack lengths or the hole diameters
increase. This reduction indicates that the existing cracks or holes will reduce the strength
of materials.

One basic assumption in the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is that the
distance from the crack tip to the initial failure point i.e. size of the plastic zone or the damage
zone is much less than the crack length. However, the distances from the crack tip to the initial
failure point of the composite material AS4/3502 [±60]s are about the same order of magnitude as
their crack lengths, for example 9.6 mm to 15.14 mm, 5.76 mm to 10.14 mm and 4.16 mm to
7.62 mm etc. (table 2). The violation of the basic assumption in LEFM theory presents a
challenging task in the fracture research of composite materials. The distance from a crack tip or a
cutout to the initial failure point is increased as the direction of the fiber angle increased. This
behavior is caused by the increase of the fiber direction angle. The material needs a larger damage
zone in order to cover the larger region with lower stress, making the distance from crack tip to the
initial failure point increased to about the same order of magnitude as their initial crack lengths. 

Table 1. Error analysis of the data of AS4/3502 [±θ2]s from different theories.

Theory Center crack Circular hole

30° 45° 60° 30° 45° 60°
Yeh-Stratton 10.0% 10.0% 10.2% 10.0% 9.9% 10.0%

Tsai-Wu 11.0% 11.0% 10.7% 10.0% 10.0% 10.2%

Cowin 10.5% 10.6% 10.6% 10.3% 10.2% 11.0%

Hoffman 10.4% 10.6% 10.6% 10.3% 10.2% 11.0%

Fischer 11.0% 11.0% 10.8% 12.0% 11.0% 11.0%

Table 2. The distance from the crack tip to the initial failure point of AS4/3502
[±θ2]s with a central crack.

30°
(mm)

Crack length
(mm)

45°
(mm)

Crack length
(mm)

60°
(mm)

Crack length
(mm)

0.018 1.35 0.096 1.47 0.744 1.29

0.03 2.67 0.136 2.74 1.32 2.59

0.068 7.47 0.324 7.54 4.16 7.62

0.084 10.03 0.4 10.06 5.76 10.14

0.136 15.16 0.64 15.16 9.6 15.14
3



                        
Future Activities
Better understanding of the failure or damage of composite materials will provide a more reliable
design methodology in the applications of advanced composite materials. To further understand
this research subject, more experimental data as well as theoretical model development
are required.
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